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Introduction: Chondrules were probably formed 

as freely floating molten droplets by brief, very 
energetic, events in the protoplanetary nebula. 
Melting of such small objects in the near-vacuum of 
the nebula should evaporate their more volatile 
elements, preferentially removing the lighter isotopes 
of these elements. Chondrules are depleted in their 
more volatile elements, but unlike other molten 
nebula products and laboratory analogs, they show 
little or no evidence for isotopic fractionation. 
Chemical kinetic models have suggested that a high 
local density of chondrule precursors can explain this 
puzzle [1,2], but lack the ability to constrain the 
lengthscale of the formation regions. Here we derive 
simple relationships which capture this physics and 
also set a new constraint on the size of chondrule 
formation regions. Heated formation regions at least 
45 - 1500 km in radius, with a chondrule precursor 
volume density on the order of 10 m

-3
, would allow 

the observed lack of isotopic fractionation to be 
typical. If chondrule concentrations varied on smaller 
scales than a melting event, chondrules with a range 
of elemental and isotopic compositions could emerge 
from a single event. 
     The model: Here we focus on the hypothesis that  
chondrules came to equilibrium with the gas 
evaporated from other chondrules. Expansion of 
evaporated vapor leads to overlapping clouds which 
are much larger than the mean chondrule spacing 
unless the nebula total pressure is greater than a bar 
[3,4; our own calculations imply that pressures 10 
times higher are needed], so that chondrules are 
bathed in the evaporated material from many other 
chondrules. Erasure of initial transient isotopic 
fractionations simply requires that the local ambient 
density becomes equal to the saturation vapor density 
ρsat, which in turn is equivalent to the condition that 
the evaporated flux dm/dtevap becomes equal to the 
recondensation flux dm/dtcond at each chondrule. 
      Expansion of the evaporated vapor cloud is 
limited by diffusion in the ambient hydrogen gas. The 
cloud reaches a size R(t) = (D t)1/2 in time t, where D 
= 1.4 x10-4T3/2/P(bar)  is the pressure-dependent 
diffusion coefficient [5]. The evaporation rate from a 
chondrule of radius r is dm/dtevap = πr2γρsatvth, 
where γ is an evaporation coefficient and vth is the 
thermal speed of a molecule of evaporated vapor. 
Vapor in some shell of thickness dR at a distance R 
from the chondrule has a density ρevap(R) = 

(dm/dtevap dt)/(4 π R2 (dR/dt) dt), where  dR = (dR/dt) dt 
and dR/dt is the expansion rate of the vapor at location R 
(note dt cancels). We obtain dm/dtcond by integrating 
these vapor contributions from chondrules at all distances 
out to the radius (D th)1/2  of the vapor cloud after the 
heating time th, using dR/dt = D/2R, and for constant 
chondrule density nc find that dm/dtcond =ncπr2γ dm/dtevap 
vth th. Requiring dm/dtcond = dm/dtevap leads to nc π r2 γ 
vth th = 1, if the evaporation rate is assumed constant.  A 
more realistic treatment, accounting for the fact that the 
background vapor density is changing, leads to nc π r2 γ 
vth th = a, where values of a =3-7 lead to local vapor 
densities 0.95 - 0.999 ρsat. 
     The value of nc so obtained can be rewritten in terms 
of the enrichment factor Φ = 4 π ρs r3 nc / 3 A ρg of 
silicates relative to hydrogen by mass, given the silicate 
cosmic abundance A ~ 5 x 10-3, the chondrule material 
density ρs, and the local gas density ρg, and can be 
compared with numerical results [1]. As shown in figure 
1, our simple model captures the form of the dependence 
of Φ on the combined local quantity γρgvthth very well, 
with numerical results for pressures of both 10-3 and 10-4 

 
Figure 1. The mass enrichment factor Φ over cosmic abundance 
required to forestall Mg isotopic fractionation, as a function of 
the combined variable γρgvthth (with γ(T) and other parameters 
from recent models [1]) . Red symbols: nebula pressure of 10-3 

bars; blue symbols: nebula pressure of 10-4 bars. The line 
assumes a = 7. The points are for the EQR model of [1].  
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bars collapsing onto the same line; we require a=7 
and γ∼ 0.05 - 0.15 for a quantitative match depending 
on model to be compared with.  The above equations 
can then be solved for nc for any combination of 
parameters. For instance, a=7, γ∼0.05, r=0.03 - 0.05 
cm, and chondrule heating conditions characterized 
by T=1770K for th=2x104 sec [6], lead to nc = 25 - 9 
m-3 respectively. Comparable, or slightly lower, 
chondrule volume densities have been derived from 
other properties [7,8]. Additionally assuming ρg, we 
can solve for Φ. Finally, if only some fraction fc of all 
silicates - particles having chondrule mass mc - are 
concentrated by a factor C over solar, then C = Φ/fc = 
4 a ρs r /3 A ρg fc γ vthth.  
     These conditions characterize the chondrule 
formation regions. In the context of a shock wave 
chondrule heating model, both gas and chondrules 
have been compressed by about an order of 
magnitude (post-shock) in the region where this 
process transpires [7,9].  If the pre-shock gas density 
is a typical minimum mass nebula value ρg ~ 10-10 g 
cm-3, then Φ ~ 1600-2700 for r = 0.03-0.05 cm. 
Higher pre-shock gas densities of ρg~10-9 g cm-3 [7-
9] are obtained from nebula evolutionary models with 
mass accretion rates such as observed in classical T 
Tauri stars, and lead to smaller values of Φ~150-250 
and C ~300-500, respectively. 
     The above results imply that each chondrule is 
enveloped in a vapor cloud with radius (D th)1/2 
~0.15 - 5km (assuming T=1770K, th =2x104 sec, and 
local gas pressure of 10-3 - 10-5 bars). If less than one 
percent of all chondrules show significant isotopic 
fractionation, the radius of the chondrule-forming 
region must be at least 300 times this large, roughly 
45-1500 km. The spatial extent of chondrule forming 
regions is due to a combination of the spatial scale of 
pre-existing chondrule precursor concentrations and 
the spatial scale of the still-debated heating events 
themselves. Nebula lightning, for instance, probably 
affects a region no more than a few km across [10].  
Bow shocks from planetesimals are comparable in 
size to the planetesimal radius, and would also be 
much smaller than our inferred lengthscales unless 
most planetesimal growth had already been 
accomplished [8,11]. Nebula shocks due to 
gravitational instabilities or jovian density waves are 
on far larger scales, comparable to the nebula 
thickness [7,9]; here the effective spatial scale of the 
chondrule forming event is probably provided by the 
spatial scale of the dense cloud of precursors. 
     Chondrule-sized particles can't “settle into the 
midplane” and produce concentrations this high 
unless the nebula is non-turbulent [12,13], and in this 

case particles of all sizes, not just chondrules, would be 
intermingled. However, chondrules are very well size-
sorted [6] in each meteorite. It has been found that 
nebulae with canonical turbulent intensities selectively 
concentrate chondrule-sized particles into size 
distributions which are indistinguishable from those 
observed [14], and such models indicate that 
concentration factors (enrichment factors) of order 100 
are fairly common; even larger values of concentration 
are feasible. It remains to be shown quantitatively 
whether this mechanism can achieve adequate 
concentration on the appropriate lengthscales with 
reasonable probabilities for chondrule precursors to 
account for isotopic fractionation being so commonly 
lacking in chondrules.  
     Finally, it is known that most chondrules in ordinary 
and carbonaceous chondrites are too oxidized to have 
formed in a canonical solar mixture [15], requiring local 
oxygen abundances that are orders of magnitude larger 
than nominal. Such oxygen enrichments would occur if Φ 
>> 1 and the precursor materials were FeO- and/or H2O-
rich [15,1] and/or if chondrules formed sunward of water 
ice evaporation fronts [16,17]. Both mechanisms have 
potential implications for the presence of oxygen isotopic 
anomalies in chondrules, since water ice is likely to carry 
large anomalies produced by UV photodissociation [18-
20]. It is then possible that local variance in the ratio of 
silicates to ice and water vapor would produce a range of 
potentially correlated isotopic and redox properties even 
amongst chondrule batches formed in the same event. 
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